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Abstract.     The multidimensional global optimization problems particularity consists in its unsolvable at general case 
and multiextremal objective function. The situation when objective function is given algorithmically over n-dimensional 
parallelepiped, it satisfies the Lipschitz condition with unknown Lipschitz constant and its values reception (calculation 
in some point of feasible domain of optimizing parameters) requires of considerable calculating resources is 
considered. A priori information about Lipschitzian of objective function allows using algorithms variant from 
exhaustive search, in particular, bisection method, based on non-uniform covering of feasible domain and used the 
supposition about objective function minimum estimate existence in the feasible domain. In addition unknown constant 
Lipschitz estimation problem arises. The cases using global estimation of constant Lipschitz evaluating over all feasible 
domain and local estimations of constant Lipschitz calculating over all separated subdomains of feasible domain are 
considered. On basis of inductive approach possibility of alternate transition from local information to global 
information (and on the contrary) at adaptive estimation of local Lipschitz constants over different subsets of current 
partition (dividing) of search domain is suggested. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Search problems of global extremum arise in areas of scientific and techniques such as designing, control, modeling of 
real processes or appearances, data analysis. The multidimensional global optimization problems particularity consists 
in its unsolvable at general case and multiextremal objective function. Difficulty of their numerical solving is connected 
with high dimension and a priori information deficiency about the objective function. Such problems solving algorithms 
represent iterative process generating sequence of points by prescribed rules set and including account conclusion 
criterion [1]. Global extremum is looked for of all found local solutions but search only of local solution part is probable 
with proof that remaining local solutions have not effect on ultimate result. So the all these methods are reductive to 
objective function value estimation over the some subdomain of the feasible domain, and they differ by these points 
selection the way. Failing universal algorithms of global optimization for concrete problem solution method selection 
the basic support happens in accordance with characteristics of the objective function and the feasible domain.  

Extremum search of giving algorithmically the objective function is successfully realized such methods as the 
random search or scanning method (exhaustion search) [2-3]. Random search algorithms have simple structure, are 
easily realized and have low-sensitivity over optimization domain dimension increase. In scanning method the feasible 
domain of search is partitioned on elementary cells, in each cell the point for calculating of objective function value is 
selected by specific algorithm. Extremum is found among the objective function values at these selected points. Dense 
position of points always guarantees the finding global extremum, but grid point’s number is exponentially increased 
together with dimension growth.  

Multidimensional global optimization, 
algorithmically the given objective function, 
bisection method, non-uniform covering of 
feasible domain, inductive approach, adaptive 
estimation of global and local Lipschitz constants. 
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A priori information about Lipschitzian of objective function allows using algorithms variant from exhaustive 
search, in particular, bisection method. It is based on non-uniform covering of feasible domain and uses supposition 
about objective function minimum estimation existence in feasible domain. In addition, unknown constant Lipschitz 
estimation problem arises. It is difficult complex global optimization problem, and approaches to it’s depend both 
having a priori information about objective function and its calculation algorithm complexity. Algorithmic 
representation of objective function does not allow applying interval analysis techniques for such functions.  

Current level of development of computer aids and information processing technologies allows solving 
multidimensional problems of optimization at multiprocessing computers by way of computation process 
parallelization.  

The situation when objective function is algorithmically given over n-dimensional parallelepiped is considered. In 
the search t domain it satisfies the Lipschitz condition with unknown Lipschitz constant and its values reception 
(calculation in some point of feasible domain of optimizing parameters) requires of considerable calculating resources.  

 
 

2 Theoretical Part 
 
 
Let )(xϕ  be an algorithmically given multidimensional multiextremal function over n-dimensional parallelepiped 

nRP ⊂ . In the search domain this function satisfies a Lipschitz condition with unknown Lipschitz constant L. 
Minimization problem  
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does not have analitical solution. Here and below vector ineqaulity zx ≤ , where nRzx ∈, , means that 

niz ii ≤≤≤ 1,x . Below under algorithmically given function it is understood function for which exists its values 
evaluation algorithm for any feasible value of the argument.  

We assume that there exists objective function minimum estimation in search domain. Denote by *X  the solutions 
set of problem (1) and introduce for consideration the set of its ε-optimal (approached) solutions  

})(:{X ** εε +≤∈= ffP xx .      (2) 

It is obvious that P⊂⊂ ε
** XX . Then the definition with the given accuracy ε of global minimum value of the 

function )(xϕ  implies finding at least one point ε
*Xx ∈r  in which this approximate value is reached [4].  

 
Global minimum function given by (1) is found by bisection method [5]. As the additional information only its 

values are used, but their evaluation in points of feasible domain requires considerable computational resources. Such 
methods foresee the search space partition in fewer subdomains, the evaluation for these subdomains of lower bound of 
objective function taking into account the Lipschitz constant value or its estimation. Lipschitz constant estimation 
search itself is difficult complex global optimization problem [6].  

 
Approaches to its solving must depend both having a priori information about objective function and its calculation 

algorithm complexity. The inductive approach [7] obeys by such requirements. It gives possibility of alternate transition 
from local information to global information (and on the contrary) and allows to estimate adaptively the global 
Lipschitz constant L valid over the whole feasible domain or the local Lipschitz constants iL  valid over different 

subsets (n-dimensional parallelepipeds) PPi ⊆  of current partition (dividing) of search domain [6, 8-9]. Such 

balancing between global and local information under uncertainty provides the search algorithm work acceleration.  
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Thus, for successful application of bisection method with respect to algorithmically given objective functions it is 
necessary to solve the following significant problems: 

• to select Lipschitz constant estimation method which is necessary for reception lower bounds of objective function 
at each several subdomains of feasible domain;  

• to accelerate process of required calculations. 

Depending on existing a priori information about objective function and function values calculation algorithm 
complexity the cases using global estimation K of constant Lipschitz L evaluating over all feasible domain and local 
estimations iK  of constant Lipschitz iL  calculating over all separated subdomains of feasible domain [8] are 
considered.  

Evidently, if LK < , then sought-for extremum value of function can turn out uncertain, and application of upper 
raw count can reduce to algorithm convergence speeding down. Proposed in [10] and generalized for multidimensional 
case in [11] an adaptive estimation of global Lipschitz constant is based on application of informational statistical 
algorithm of global optimization. It allows find the global estimation K by formula  

)),(max()/()( ξλ kkCrkKK +== ,     (3) 

where 1>r , 0>C , 0>ξ  - small constant, )(kλ  - the current estimate of Lipschitz constant at an iteration 1≥k  of an 
algorithm [11].  

An initial value )1(λ  is found by formula  
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and the current value )(kλ  after performance the iteration 1≥k  of the algorithm is adjustable by formula  
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The parameters r, C, ξ  from (3) are chosen (defined) taking into account having a priori information about 
properties of the objective function. They control estimate K, influence on the algorithm convergence speed. By 
decreasing r and C the search speed is accelerated but herewith method convergence probability to a point which is not 
the point of global minimum function )(xϕ  increases.  

Found in (3) the value )1( += kKK  is used at calculation of lower bounds )( iPg  for objective function )(xϕ  on 
set of multidimensional subdomains PPi ⊆}{ :  
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where constant L is substituted by its estimation K.  
Received at (3) the Lipschitz constant estimations for solution of problem (1)-(2) can turn out to be strongly 

overpriced and can be not reached over the some parallelepipeds PPi ⊂ . Analogous situation is same possible in a 

priori known exact value L for the initial parallelepiped nRP ⊂ . Then, even in case of known exact value of the 
Lipschitz constant, it can be needed go over to its estimate.  

The passage to local estimations of Lipschitz constants allows more nearly estimating the behavior pattern of 
function )(xϕ  over each several parallelepiped PPi ⊂  and allows escaping its strong overstating.  

For local estimation calculation of unknown Lipschitz constant L two algorithms are selected [6]. At each from 
multidimensional parallelepipeds PPi ⊂  the estimate iK  of the local constant iL  is realized by one thing of the 
formula  

},),(max{)/()( ξγλ iiii kkCrkKK +== ,     (5) 
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where 1>r , 0>C , 0>ξ  are analogous of the same name parameters used into (3). They exert significant influence 
on an algorithm convergence rate, 10 ≤≤ ν , and )(kiλ  is the Lipschitz constant current estimate at kth iteration, 

1≥k , of the algorithm  
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Unlike the algorithm represented by formula (5), at the expression (6) it is combined global and local information 
received earlier. The parameter ν provides balance between the global information (the μ parameter) and the local 

information ( μλ /)(2
i k  value). At both expressions local information about the objective function is used not only 

around local minimum but also over the whole search domain.  

Series of step on the bisection method application for the problem solution (1) in the case adaptive estimation of 
global and local Lipschitz constants is particularized in [12]. Herewith for calculation process acceleration the encoded 
densely information about edge bisection numbers of the initial parallelepiped P, characteristic list of subdomains iP  in 

ascending order of values lower bounds )( iPg  of the objective function, the procedure of local minimization for (1) [5], 

multisequencing technology on evidence, but at estimation of local Lipschitz constants and by stream are used.  

 

 

3 Conclusion 
 

During the search of global minimum of the given algorithmically objective function by covering methods, and in 
particularly by bisection method, the finding of Lipschitz constant estimation is one of the main questions. 

In practical view point it is of interest adaptive estimation along the strike of algorithm working both global 
Lipschitz constant L over the whole feasible domain and local constants iL  over the separated subdomains obtaining at 

the current steps of partition. The alternate transition from local information to global information (and on the contrary) 
accelerates a search process of global minimum.  

The solving delivered problem on basis of inductive approach allows not only to use having a priori and current 
information about objective function, but soundly to select the parameters included in formula for Lipschitz constants 
estimation taking into account dimension and particularity objective function.  
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